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by myself informing everyone that we are suspending the march
for the time being.
Asked if it was intended to caU out the Indians on strike again on Janu-
ary 1, Mr, Gandhi said:
We are not calling out the men on January L But, \ve shall
leave no stone unturned to bring about a strike, only with a view
to bringing about imprisonment, and nothing else, if all the en-
deavours we are making for a settlement with the Government
come to naught. I am hoping that the contemplated march will
not be necessary, and there are reasons for my thinking that it may
not be; but the communications that are in my possession are of
such a delicate nature that it is not possible for me to say anything
further at this stage,
Mr. Gandhi proceeded to say that he was pained deeply that the indig-
nation of the Indians was aggravated by the stories of distress by the passive
rcsisters released from gaoL He proceeded to detail allegations of "brutal and
barbarous treatment" in Durban Gaol—that assaults were committed by Native
warders on passive registers, that complaints were unheeded, and that many of
the prisoners were sufFering from dysentery* It was also alleged that they were
given unwashed prison clothing to wear, were denied the use of books, and
were chaffed by responsible officers,, Prisoners were stated to have been even
bathed in sheep-dip after taking their bath, while allegations were made that
many prisoners had to hunger-strike before their religious susceptibilities were
respected. All these allegations Mr, Gandhi was reducing to affidavits, to be
sent to the Government for investigation*
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229. CABLE TO G. K. GOKHALE*
[durban,
December 30, 1913]
servindia
poona qty
trust     me     to     die     to     make     good     word      given
by     you     my      name.     have       not        given       reasons
1 Ifee xocssage was conveyed through Reuter, Gokhale had cabled Gandhi-
Ji the previous day: "Renter wires you have announced 15th as date renewal,
Robertson leaving first and arriving about llth. Delay starting due to your
|*CHBJse reaching me ooJy 28th and Viceroy's orders reaching Robertson only
^wteacday afternoon. kg hai*ds over charge today and leaves Nagpur tomorrow.
I have guaranteed that you will wait one week after Robertson's arrival and
fed confident you will make my word good."

